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Mentoring Program - If you have a project, a problem in any woodworking area, these members have volenteered to help.
Give them a call. Jeff Cormier: 582-3278; George Kuffel: 478-2707; John Marcon: 478-0646; Gary Rock: 433-1679; Eltee
Thibodeaux: 436-1997; Dick Trouth: 583-2683. Each have years of experience and knowledge.

March Meeting Highlights
Once agian, we appreciate the folks at Stine’s for allowing
us to use their great meeting room at the Lake Charles location.
We welcomed two new members this month: Patrick
Ardoin and Michell Morgan and hope to learn much from
them.
John Griffith has annaounced that after our April 9th
meeting, we will have a woodworkers item display at the
entrance to the Stine’s store and (if you want) sale of your
items. Erik Jessen and Barry Humphus will laser cut a wooden
sign for the event using the new logo. The wood is Luan
(mahogany) faced plywood and they have several pieces wit
which to experiment.
We hope to have a representative of the City of Lake
Charles at our meeting in
April to tell us more
about their proposal to
enhance Tuton Park on
Nelson Road.
John
Griffith
showed off his newly
made cam clamps he built
to help him with his guitar project. The clamps
were after a design by
Paul Sellers that John
found on Youtube.com.
The clamps provide light pressure
(all you need for most glue-ups)
and made of scrap maple.
J.W. Anderson opened
Show & Tell with a decorative cypress stand that is to become a
clock.Patrick LaPoint is building
some cigar humidores. He used
some of the juniper and mahogany
he got from the Port of Lake
Charles and used a plan from the
Dec/Jan 2015 issue of Wood
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Magazine.
Bubba Cheramie
showed nice photos of a
kitchen cabinet he built fr his
home out of oak pallet wood.
While this is often good wood
to use, extracting all of the
twist nails is a chore, he said.
Gary Rock showed a sweat
acorn turned and carved box
from mahogany.
Don Elfert showed us
a pine bird house with two internal chambers he built for a
friend. Steve Thomas brought
a segmented bowl made of
oak, purple heart and some
mystery wood he got from the
Port of LC. Another bowl was
hand carrved (RotoZip) with
bird and branch images and
made of black walnut. It is an
amazing piece of work.
As he does so frequently, J.W. Anderson won the
Show & Tell gift card from Stine’s.
Take a look at our new logo below. Barry designed
the old one about fifteen years ago and provided it to Erik.

As a professional graphic artist, Erik thought it needed an
update and several folks agreed. The new logo is both classic looking but has a nice plane image and even saw teeth at
the bottom plus the idea of new technology.
Next up . . . 9:00 A.M. on Saturday, April 9 at the Stine’s
meeting room at their location on Nelson Road in LC.
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Busting Rust
Rust is simply the combination of some material and an oxidizer such as oxygen. Some oxidation can be a good thing
such as that which naturally happens to aluminum. Oxygen
combines with a fresh aluminum surface to form aluminum
oxide (saphire) which further makes it very hard to actually
rust in the way we know rust.
Aluminum oxide corrosion also looks a lot more like
aluminum (dull gray to powdery white in color), so it isn't as
easy to notice as rusted iron. However, while aluminium
doesn't rust, it often becomes dull from corrosion, and is
often encrusted with dust, calcium, lime, tarnish, grease, oil
and hard water stains. Simply washing it off will not work,
you need something stronger and more effective to do the
job. Flitz Aluminum Pre-Clean followed by Flitz Polish will
resolve this.
But as you know, the rust (actually corrosion) we
mostly deal with is with surfaces containing a high level of
iron. By the way, the reason that stainless steel does not rust
is the addition of nikel, chromium, molybdenum and carbon
at various levels to the iron.
When iron corrodes the color changes and it actually expands. This expanding and color change can produce
large red flakes that we all know as rust. Unlike aluminum
oxide, the expanding and flaking off of rust exposes new
metal to further rusting. This is why it is so important to provide a barrier so rust doesn't start.
So to bust the rust you need to both remove it and
then seal the surface. Empire TopSaver, a commercial product, has a solvent-based, penetrating formula that breaks
down rust. You simply spray it onto the affected area and
scrub with a scouring pad or steel wool. After a minute or
two, wipe away the slurry with a clean towel. If any rust
remains, repeat the process. TopSaver's formula also has a
sealant that works to prevent rust from returning. Although it
removes rust effectively, this product does not get rid of dark
stains embedded in the cast iron.
So if you don't have a commercial cleaner, use a
wire wheel in an electric drill to loosen rust particles. Then
wipe the surface clean with acetone. On light rust, this method
proves about as quick as the cleaners.
A wire wheel works better than the cleaners on deep
rust, though. Keep the spinning brush flat on the surface to
avoid scratching the cast iron. If you should create scratches,
you can remove them with 400-grit wet/dry sandpaper and
a light lubricant such as WD-40. Switch to 800 grit and repeat the process if you still see scratches.
Another product you may want to consider is

Boeshield Rust Free that attacks rust with a phosphoricacid formula, so when applying it wear latex or rubber gloves
to prevent skin burns. Spray Rust Free onto affected areas,
allow it to penetrate for 30 to 60 seconds, and then scrub
with a scouring pad or steel wool. (If left on more than a
couple of minutes, Rust Free will create dark stains that could
become permanent on cast iron.) Repeat if necessary. This
product removes the rust as well as dark stains, but it dulls
the patina. If you're cleaning only part of the top, this dull
look will be noticeable.
Once you get your cast- iron top clean, apply a sealer,
such as TopSaver or Boeshield T-9, to prevent rust from
returning. Do it very soon after cleaning; wait until the next
day, and you could have quickforming flash rust to remove.
Apply sealer every 2 to 3 months in Southwest Louisiana
(humid), and every 6 months in drier areas.
Buying Good Plywood
We recently got a couple of sheets of 2’x2’ Luan for the
signs that are to be made for the Stine’s presentation after
the April meeting. We cut each into two equal parts so Erik
and I have four sheets with which to experiment to prouce
the final sign.
So I carefully selected the best I could find at Home
Depot. Is it your imagination or is good plywood getting
harder to find? Not if you shop smartly. Armed with these
buying tips, you'll sort the stack like a pro to pick the perfect
plywood for your next project.
When evaluating a sheet of plywood, start by looking at its edge. Thin veneers of wood, glued and pressed
with crossing grain directions—transform humble core woods
into sheets that are wider, flatter, and more dimensionally
stable than anything found in nature. But modern plywood
manufacturing, especially overseas, has shifted from birchonly cores to other often-inferior woods at the expense of
core quality and stability.
When examining plywood, ask yourself: Are the layers straight, of a consistent thickness, and free of large voids?
Irregularities in the core veneers can telegraph through to the
thin face veneer and broadcast themselves during sanding
and finishing.
Sight along the edge to check the sheet's straightness.
A bow indicates unevenly dried core material that only warps
more, as cutting the sheet releases internal tension.
Although the 13-ply construction is more forgiving
of the overlapping core layers and voids than standard 7-ply
sheets, the defects in a sheet could be severe enough to tele
Continues on Page 3
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Continued From Page 2
graph as an undulating face, especially with a glossy finish.
The superthin face veneers, around 1/50", would make sandthrough difficult to avoid, and cross-cut splintering a near
certainty.
One alternative to traditional veneer-core plywood,
combination-core plywood, eliminates worries about inconsistency and flatness by retaining the three center veneer plies
and replacing the outer plies with medium density fiberboard
(MDF). The MDF provides a smooth and flat surface immediately below the veneer faces.
As strong as plywood must be on the inside, it must
also be pretty on the outside. Plywood grading, as much
aesthetic art as science, designates one face as the front and
one as the back; grading is on separate scales. Most domestic hardwood plywood manufacturers use the Hardwood
Plywood and Veneer Association's (HPVA) voluntary standards for grading. The front face, judged for uniformity of
color and consistency of grain, receives an AA, A, B, C, D,
or E grade. For the back face, the grade is designated 1, 2,
3, or 4, with respectively less-restrictive allowances for defects and repairs. See http://www.hpva.org for more information.
Much like hardwood, hardwood, plywood comes
in plain-sliced, riftsawn, and quarter cuts. Unlike hardwood,
face veneer can also be rotary-sliced, a method in which the
veneer is peeled off spinning logs, like a roll of toilet paper.
This produces an unnatural, wide, swooping grain pattern,
but generally yields the most veneer of the cutting methods,
producing the least-expensive sheet.
Several years ago we were privalaged to visit a plywood plant in Houston to see this process. The amazing thing
was how they handled the huge logs and putting them on a
great cutter and just pealing off 1/64 veneer from a huge log.
For non-rotary-cut face veneers, look for the glueup pattern where the face veneers are matched on the plywood core, as you might match veneers on your own project.
Manufacturers of A1-graded plywood don't skimp
on the core materials. This hardwood-store-bought sheet
has consistently even core veneers and a plainsawn, slipmatched face. The price, 50% costlier than C3, is justified
for projects that display both faces.
Combination-core plywoods combine the best qualities of veneer-core plywood (rigidity and screw-holding
power) with MDF-core products (surface flatness and dimensional consistency) into a furniture-friendly sheet.
Unless you need ultra-high-end (and high-cost) AAgraded hardwood plywood, stick with A1, A2, B1, or B2

for furniture or cabinets with visible faces. Rarely will a hardwood plywood dealer carry more than a handful of grades.
At a well-stocked dealer, you'll find a selection consisting of a good-on-two-sides (G2S) grade, such as A1,
alongside a lesser grade, such as B2, often in multiple species. A good-on-one-side (G1S) grade, like A4, might also
be on hand, but retailers often only stock this in 1/4" for case
backs.
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Some Dust Collection Thoughts
DO use the largest ductwork that fits your collector. Just
because a tool comes with a 4" dust port doesn't mean you
should use 4" main ducts or drops.
Instead, look at the intake port sizes for the collectors you're considering. Most cyclones have intake ports of
6" to 8", and some two-bag collectors have 5"- or 6"-diameter intakes, so consider at least a 5" main duct. Tapered
reducers, change duct diameters with minimal static-pressure loss.
DO smooth out sharp curves. Think of air molecules
as fast-moving cars on a freeway. Both change direction faster
on a sweeping curve than a 90° turn. The PVC tee shown at
near right adds more airflow resistance than the metal dustcollection pipe's gradual bend.
DON'T overuse flex hose. Corrugated tubing creates three times more static-pressure resistance than the same
length of smooth pipe. Use just enough to link a tool to its
drop pipe.
DO eliminate bottlenecks near the collector. Instead
of two 90° bends, use two 45° bends. Better still, raise the
collector until the main duct leads straight into the inlet.
DON'T create long duct runs. A single duct of 30' or
more that wraps around more than two walls of a shop reduces air velocity and increases the risk of dust buildup. Instead, hang one shorter main duct, with diagonal branches
leading to the tool drops.
A 90° elbows in the dust-collector setup add turbulence and resistance. Two 45° bends reduce resistance, but
a straight run into the inlet port (bottom)
works best.
DO get a professional installation should you can.
There are many organizations on the Internet that provide
designs for your shop.
It is Over
Should you not have paid your annual membership for the
LCWWC, this is the last Newsletter that you will receive.
Please renew.
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Nelson Rd

April Meeting Location
We have the wonderful opportunity to meet at the Stines
Lake Charles kocation at 4501 Nelson Road Please enter
the store and go to the very back left in the store to the
meeting room.
To get there go East on Nelson Road in Lake Charles
going East from I-10 or I-210 and tuen into the parking lot.
Go to the back of the main entrance to the very back to the
meeting room to find us.
Please take an opportunity to explore Stines before
you leave to find the items for your shop or home that you
may need. As always, thank the folks at Stines as you check
out.

Sale Rd
W. McNeese
4501 Nelson Road

Aprilh 2016

Lake Charles Woodworkers Club, Inc.
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